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1/34210EIREL, Hans C._ _.ja Contact apt. 25 Xctv 60

28 November 1960

Contact Report: 	 C_	 OKUTZBACH

Date: 25 Nov. 60, 1400 - 1445 hrs.

Place: at; UTZBA CH Office

X/SCHERWENSILA, Maria	 C._	 _-.Corr.act Ftpt. 25 Nov. 60

1. I expressed appreciation for w/CUTZBACh i s memo on Subject and asked
atUTZBACH why he considers her suspicious. he stated that UPHILL Ie source
is a legal traveler who spoke to 1101100120 in Czechoslovakia. OVID/UCH also
stated that Subject's stepfather is KLINGER. Therefore, MILL is not *obtain
whether Subject's name is /UNGER or LESCLIANCUMI.

2. A1CUTZBACI1 again briefly discussed the GRAM case and pointed out
that at Subject's last meeting in Bast Berlin he wet 11CICIDWIN* and Pat
/17/011T. MOM has a tdde forehead, median brown hair parted on the left
hand aides which is mit receding at the part. Re has grey-blue eysi and a
small. south and chin. On the left hand he has a sports watch and on his loft
ring finger he wears a gold ring with a red-brown stone. MU= tii44.',(kontain
a report on 	 Pavel NOVOTNY who resides OA Pfodlstrasse. Earint 41k,

PIII14016	 SubjectSubj. EICIXARN said that if it were not possible tUliiii ti
Bait BsI1in,thiy could wiet in Bwitsifland, or Austria.

then discussed .Wolfgang Heins 11.084 kora 27 Feb. 20,
who assn Eitl gi.wurby . ths CIS to Subject. !MOSE is married
in B.r1i-Frisdu, Wendlandsaile 12f17, and is an •AsseiserN.
1960'..heOnialt,judge, in civil *ales. lie is allegedly A. diets*
844eitlis4iiter.'ip Tan OnTIARINA. non is a 4ou*in'offthe
ef..0011/120W16 	 allegedly renarksd that 2-11058 saw GOMAROIA.:,whon
he was ilk ragtag.
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X/SCHOEHEL, Hans	 T=1 Contact Rpt. 25 Nov 60

2. @KUTZBACB again briefly discussed the GRAMM case and pointed out
that at Subject's last meeting in East Berlin he met "EICHMANN" and Fnu
NOVOTNY. NOVOTNY has a wide forehead, medium brown hair parted on the left
hand side, which is mot receding at the part. He has grey-blue eyes and a
small mouth and chin. On the left hand he has a sports watch and on his left
ring finger he wears a gold ring with a red-brownstone. UPHILL files contain
a report on one Pavel NOVOTNY who resides on Pfeilstrasse. During the dis-
cussions with Subject EICHMANN said that if it were not possible to Meet in
East Berlin they could meet in Switzerland or Austria.

3. We thendiscussed Wolfgang Heinz KIOSE, born 27 Feb. 20 in Leipzig
who was an-EEI given by the CIS to Subject. KLOSE is married and resides
in Berlin-Friedenau, Wendlandseile 12/IV, and is an "Assessor". In February
1960 he was a judge in civil cases. He is allegedly a . distant relative of
Subject's sister, Fnu OOTTLAROWA. KLOSE is a cousin of the first husband
of GOTTLAROWA. EICHMANN allegedly remarked that KLOSE sw GOTTLAROWA when
he was in Prague.


